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ABSTRACT Exception handling is a structuring technique that facilitates the design of fault tolerant components by providing a suitable scheme to detect and handle errors. Although the rising importance of exception handling is evident we have noted that programmers are usually not sufficient able to effectively define and handle exceptions. Indeed, little information is available to help the designers and programmers in the appropriate use of exceptions. This work presents guidelines and tips on when and how to use exceptions and gives several examples of good exception usage. We also present the Ariane 5 catastrophe as an example of problems to represent contractual obligations between components and to imprecisely specify reusable components. We would like to help programmers and designers to avoid potential errors and perhaps realize truly robust exception handling.
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INTRODUCTION



The modern society is so dependent on the provision of computer services, it is hard to imagine our society without them. Different applications have different kinds of dependability requirements, such as reliability and high availability. Reliability is a component's ability to perform according to its specification. Availability is the percentage of time of which the system is delivering its service. So, to achieve those requirements, modern computer systems must be able to react to inputs not included in their specification, such as failures. Therefore, computer systems must be fault tolerant. Exception handling is a structuring technique that facilitates the design of fault tolerant components by providing a suitable scheme to detect and handle errors. Many object-oriented languages such as C++, Java, Ada, Eiffel and Smaltalk have exception handling mechanisms (exception mechanisms to be short) as one of their features. Each language’s exception mechanism has different characteristics but, essentially, they represent errors as exceptions, define handlers to deal with them and use a exception handling strategy when one is detected. Although the rising importance of exception handling is evident we have noted that programmers are not sufficiently prepared to effectively define and deal with exceptions. Indeed, little information is available to help the designers and programmers to



appropriately use exceptions. They make a variable range of errors, from how and when using exceptions until who should handle an exception occurrence. In [Martin and Murphy., 2000] , the authors mention that the lack of information about how to design and implement using exceptions leads to complex and spaghetti-like exceptions structures. We can complete their words with the fact of this lack of information contributes to construct less reliable and robust component. We will demonstrate this statement in this paper. In Java, until a handler is not found, the exception is propagated automatically to levels up in the call chain. This automatic exception propagation adds more complexity in the exception design than the existent. Most of the time, the exception path becomes an intractable task for developers and consequently the handlers designed are not efficient enough to handle the exception. Exceptions have to be handled with care since the program state can be inconsistent. The normal continuation of the program in this situation can lead to additional exception occurrences and ultimately to a program failure [Cristian, 1989] . Beyond this problem, the Java compiler permits to raise a kind of exception, descendant of the RuntimeException class, without requiring a handler to it. With this possibility, programmers tend to raise exceptions without worrying how they should be handled. This paper aims to give guidelines and tips on when and how to use exceptions and gives several



examples to illustrate it. We also present the Ariane 5 catastrophe as an example of problems to represent contractual obligations between components and to imprecisely specify reusable components. We would like to help programmers and designers to avoid potential errors and perhaps realize truly robust exception handling. This document is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present what made the Ariane 5 launcher explode. In Section 3 we present the Java exception handling mechanism, including the two types of Java exceptions, named checked and unchecked. In Section 4 and 5 we suppose that Ariane 5 was implemented in Java using unchecked and checked exceptions respectively and we explore what could happen in both cases. In Section 0 we give guidelines of when to use checked or unchecked exceptions. If unchecked exceptions are chosen, the developers must take care with some points that we mention in Section 7. In Section 8 we present two alternatives to reuse non-dependable components. Finally, section 9 concludes this paper. 2



THE LESSONS OF ARIANE



Recently, in 1996, the world witnessed 500 million dollars blowing up. A software error caused the European Ariane 5 launcher to explode about 40 seconds after takeoff. An exception was raised during a conversion from a 64-bit floating-point value to a 16-bit signed integer. There was no explicit exception handler to catch that exception, so it was caught by a generic handler used for uncaught exceptions. Since a generic handler is not able to efficiently handle the exception, and the entire software crashed. The cause of this catastrophe was a complete reuse of 10 year-old software designed for the Ariane 4. The analysis for the Ariane 4 trajectory concluded that this overflow could not occur but, unfortunately, the same was not true for the Ariane 5. This constraint was in an obscure part of a mission documentation but was nowhere in the code itself. Because of that, this trivial error was kept and the system crashed, hence the Ariane mission. This episode highlights that both abnormal and normal system behavior must be explicitly documented and represented during the software lifecycle [[deLemos and Romanovsky 2000] , [Avizienes, 1997] , [Martin and Murphy., 2000] , [Ferreira at al., 2001] ]. Since exceptions are expected to occur rarely, the exception code of a system is in general the least documented, tested, and understood part of the computer system [Cristian, 1989] . To safely reuse a module, it must be equipped with clear specification of its operating conditions. This is part of the principle of Design by Contract [Meyer, 1997a] where interfaces between modules of



a software system - especially a mission-critical one should be governed by precise specifications. The contract must cover mutual obligation (preconditions) and benefits (postconditions). Therefore, only specifying the contract in documentation is not sufficient. This is clear in the Ariane episode where the constraints were present in a mission document but were not checked. The programming language must support some mechanism that will put the specification in the software itself [Meyer, 1997b] . Probably, the Ariane system crash would have been avoided if the programming language supported some mechanism that could automatically verify contract violations during testing. In Java, there are not such mechanism to express the obligations and benefits of the contract. So, the programmer must have more attention and explicitly define the contract by condition tests that may raise exceptions if something goes wrong. Java has different types of exception, which are named checked and unchecked. Even though we know that in Java the error present in the Ariane software would be detected by the compiler, we will discuss what could have happened if Ariane software had been implemented in Java and we will also discuss the results when either checked or unchecked exceptions are used to signing the contract violation. 3



JAVA EXCEPTIONS AND EXCEPTION HANDLING



An exception occurrence is synonymous to the impossibility of delivering the service specified by the component. If a component detects that it cannot provide the service requested it raises an exception. When the exception is detected, an exception handling mechanism is responsible for finding out the appropriated handler to deal with it. Firstly, a handler is searched within the component which raises the exception. If the component does not have a handler or the handler is not able to efficiently recover the system, the exception is signaled to the caller. Sometimes, it's appropriate to catch exceptions within the component. In other cases, however, it's better to let a method further up the call stack handle the exception since this can give more flexibility to the component. In Java terminology, creating an exception object and signaling it is called throwing an exception. An exception is thrown with the Java throw statement. Every exception must have a associated handler. The first step in constructing an exception handler is to enclose the statements that might throw an exception within a try block. The try statement defines the scope of its associated exception handlers. If an exception occurs within the block, that exception is handled by the appropriate handler with this try



statement. Exception handlers are associated with a try statement by providing one or more catch blocks directly after the try block. Look for the example in Figure 1.



Try { … throw y; Try { throw e; } catch (Exception e) {…} … throw z; } catch (Exception y) {…} catch (Exception z) {…} Figure 1 – Throwing and catching exceptions in Java Only objects that derive from the Throwable class or from its descendants can be thrown. The diagram below illustrates the class hierarchy of the Throwable class and its most significant subclasses. Object



Throwable



Error



Exception



RuntimeException



Figure 2 – Java throwable hierarchy The Throwable has two direct descendants: Error and Exception. Error is intended for dynamic linking failures or some other "hard" failures in the virtual machine which would be reported by the virtual machine itself. Typical Java programs cannot catch an Error. In addition, it's unlikely that typical Java programs will ever throw an Error either. On the other hand, typical Java programs should throw



and catch objects that derive from the Exception class. An Exception indicates that a problem occurred but that the problem is not a serious systemic problem. One Exception subclass has special meaning in the Java language: RuntimeException. The RuntimeException class represents exceptions that occur within the Java virtual machine (during runtime). An example of a runtime exception is NullPointerException, which occurs when a method tries to access a member of an object through a null reference. The Java packages define several RuntimeException classes that can be caught just like other exceptions but are not required to. In addition, RuntimeException subclasses can be created in typical Java programs although it is not recommended. Section 0 will discuss when and how to use runtime exceptions. A RuntimeException and any of its subclasses are called unchecked exceptions and the other subclasses of Exception (or Exception itself), excluding class RuntimeException and its subclasses, are checked exceptions. Section 3.1 is dedicated to discussing the difference between checked and unchecked exceptions. 3.1



Checked vs Unchecked Exceptions



If a method throws an exception, it can catch it or raise it to the caller. An exception will be raised if the method is not able to handle it by itself. If the method throws a checked exception (and don't catch it), it will need to declare the exception in its public interface. Clients of this method must either catch and handle the exception within their body or declare it in their throws clause. The use of checked exceptions forces client methods to deal with the possibility that the exception will be thrown. Otherwise, if an unchecked exception is thrown, client methods can decide whether to catch the exception. With an unchecked exception, the compiler doesn't force client methods to catch the exception or to declare it in a throws clause. The following example in Figure 3 presents a class that calls two methods from Java packages that can throw checked and unchecked exceptions.



// Note: This class won't compile by design! import java.io.*; import java.util.Vector; public class ListOfNumbers { private Vector vector; private static final int size = 10; public ListOfNumbers () { vector = new Vector(size); for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) vector.addElement(new Integer(i)); } public void writeList() { PrintWriter out; out = new PrintWriter(new FileWriter("OutFile.txt")); for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) out.println("[" + i + "]=" + vector.elementAt(i)); out.close(); } } Figure 3 –Example of using exceptions in Java Upon construction, ListOfNumbers creates a Vector that contains ten Integer elements with sequential values 0 through 9. The ListOfNumbers class also defines a method named writeList that writes the list of numbers into a text file called OutFile.txt. The writeList method calls two methods that can throw exceptions. First, it invokes the constructor for FileWriter, which throws an IOException if the file cannot be opened for any reason. Second, the Vector elementAt() method throws an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException if you pass in an index whose value is too small (a negative number) or too large (larger than the number of elements currently contained by the Vector).



If you try to compile the ListOfNumbers class, the compiler prints an error message about the exception thrown by the FileWriter() constructor, but does not display an error message about the exception thrown by elementAt(). This is because the exception thrown by the FileWriter() constructor, IOException, is a checked exception and the one thrown by elementAt(), ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException, is an unchecked exception. To compile ListOfNumbers class, you have to handle the checked exception, IOException (Figure 4), or specify it at the interface of the method writeList() by the throws clause (Figure 5).



public void writeList() { Try { out = new PrintWriter(new FileWriter("OutFile.txt")); } catch (IOException e) { System.out.println("IOException"); }



Figure 4 – Catching an IOException



public void writeList() throws IOException {...} Figure 5 – Throwing an exception not handled internally 4



ARIANE VS EXCEPTIONS



UNCHECKED



Suppose that the Ariane 4 was implemented in Java and the contract violation raised an unchecked exception UnckOverflowException. The method convert tests if its parameter is longer than the maximum permitted. If it is an unchecked exception UnckOverflowException is raised. See Figure 6. As explained in section 3, if the method throws an unchecked exception the compiler doesn't force client methods to catch the exception, or declare it in a throws clause. In other words, client programmers are not forced to put the clauses try and catch every time they invoke the convert method. We consider this a loophole in Java's exception handling mechanism as lazy programmers are tempted to make all exceptions runtime exceptions. In our experience, we noted that some programmers are adopting the use of unchecked exceptions when the abnormal condition is a failure of contractual obligations (preconditions). According to them, the client should know and fulfill the contract before requesting the service. Moreover, they justify that they cannot force client programmers to deal with these exceptions every time they invoke the method. In general, this is not recommended because, while this may seem convenient to the programmer, it assumes that the client had complete knowledge about the contract. Sometimes, the client is not fully aware of all the contract constraints and, as stated



earlier, the contract must be explicitly defined in the software itself. If an unchecked exception is raised, the client may not realize that something is wrong and consequently has no chance of recovering from the error. Note that the interface of the method convert says nothing about the exceptions it raises. Unless the client reads the method code, he cannot imagine that the UnckOverflowException exception could be thrown and that he should have a handler to catch it. If this exception is not caught by the caller, it will be automatically propagated up in the call stack. However, this exception would be meaningless for this class and continue propagating without a handler until it hits the highest method in the call stack and the system exits abnormally. This is one reason why automatic exception propagation, adopted by Java exception mechanism, is strongly criticized by several specialists [Ferreira at al., 2001] and [Garcia at al, 1999]. 5



ARIANE VS CHECKED EXCEPTIONS



Suppose now that the contract violation raised a checked exception CkOverflowException. The method convert tests if its parameter is longer than the maximum permitted. If it is a checked exception CkOverflowException is raised. See Figure 7.



public class UnckOverflowException extends RuntimeException {...} public Integer convert {num: DOUBLE) { if num > maximum_bias { throw new UnckOverflowException (); } ... } Figure 6 – Throwing an unchecked exception UnckOverflowException



public class CkOverflowException extends Exception {...} public Integer Convert {horizontal_bias: DOUBLE) throws CkOverflowException { if horizontal_bias > maximum_bias { throw new CkOverflowException (); } ... }



Figure 7– Throwing a checked exception CkOverflowException As explained in section 3, the methods which raise checked exceptions must declare them in their public interface. Moreover, the compiler forces clients of those methods to catch and handle the exception within the body of their methods, or to declare the exception in their interface. Then the convert method must specify that it throws the CkOverflowException (Figure 7) and its client, the clientOfConvert, will have one of the constructions shown in Figure 8. In the first construction, the method clientOfConvert tests if it service could be provided putting the request within the try block. If the service could not be provided, the raised exception, CkOverflowException, will be caught and handled by it. In this example, handling the CkOverflowException means printing a message on the screen. In the second construction, the method clientOfConvert considers that it is not able to deal with this exception and decides to



raise it to its caller. Since CkOverflowException is a checked exception, the compiler obligates the method to specify the exceptions that can be thrown in its interface. In fact, the method's public interface may include more than just the exceptions that can be thrown directly by the method. It also includes exceptions that are thrown indirectly by the method through calls to other methods. In summary, the throws clause includes all checked exceptions that can be thrown while the flow of control remains within the method. With this Java requirement, any checked exception that can be thrown by a method is really part of the method's public programming interface: callers of a method must know about the exceptions that a method can throw in order to intelligently and consciously decide what to do about those exceptions.



Public void clientOfConvert() { try {l.Convert(m);} catch (CkOverflowException e) { System.out.println("Overflow exception"); … }; }



OR Public void clientOfConvert() throws CkOverflowException { l.Convert(m); }



Figure 8 – Two construction of the clientOfConvert method
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WHEN TO USE CHECKED UNCHECKED EXCEPTIONS



OR



When to use checked or unchecked exceptions will depend on the goal of your project. Sometimes, the cost of checking exceptions can exceed the benefit of catching or specifying them. However, sometimes, efficiency is not as important as reliability and robustness. If you would like to construct robust, reliable and reusable components, you ought to be sure that the contract is explicit in the code itself. These components must explicitly define all exceptions they can raise, direct or indirectly, in order to permit clients to decide what to do about those exceptions. Since we cannot trust in the discipline of programmers in putting unchecked exceptions in the method's public interface, we have to use only checked exceptions. Therefore, if you prefer making your code more efficient than reliable, you can use unchecked exceptions. When using unchecked exceptions, you should keep on mind that you may be avoiding declaring the exceptions the method can throw. In others words, you are not fully documenting the method’s behavior. Hardly ever this can be good or simply harmless. We will give some rules we consider feasible for using unchecked exceptions. Some of these rules were extracted from the Java Tutorial [JavaTutorial] and the others are our suggestions. • A method can detect and throw a RuntimeException when it's encountered an error in the virtual machine runtime. However, it's typically easier to just let the virtual machine detect and throw it. • Similarly, you create a subclass of RuntimeException when you are creating an error in the virtual machine runtime (which you probably aren't). • Do not throw a runtime exception or create a subclass of RuntimeException simply because you don't want to be bothered with specifying the exceptions your methods can throw.



•



Our rules are: Use unchecked exceptions if you are sure that your client has complete knowledge about all the contract constraint. For



•



•
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example, we consider viable the exception ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsExcepti on being unchecked. Methods of accessing array elements are frequently requested and test its limit all times may be costly. Moreover, programmers have sufficient familiarity with arrays and certainly know how they work. Following Lee and Anderson’s terminology [Lee e Anderson, 1990] ., a component signals internal exception when it has intention to handle it by itself and raises external exception if it determines that for some reason it cannot provide its service. Within the component you are designing, it is supposed that you have complete control of exception propagation. In this case we consider that unchecked exception can be used. This means using unchecked exceptions in classes that are not in the boundary of the component and in methods that are not part of the component public interface. You can also use unchecked exceptions if you are signaling implementation errors that you are sure that it will be identified by tests, although this is very tricky to get right and should be avoided. HOW TO EXCEPTIONS



USE



UNCHECKED



We have already mentioned that the client must be informed about all exceptions a method can throw to efficiently handle them. Therefore, if you decide to use unchecked exceptions, extra care is necessary to make explicit all exceptions raised by your method. This can be done by declaring them in the method's public interface. Although this can reduce the risk, it is not a guarantee that things will work as desired. As we know, when an unchecked exception is raised, the client is not obligated to catch it or to declare it in its method's interface. Therefore, all programmers must be concerned in explicitly declaring exceptions or the effort will be lost. This is a difficult task because the compiler does not help and the success depends only of the discipline of the programmers. How can we trust in discipline of lazy programmers who use unchecked exceptions to save the work of checking if the contract was fulfilled? Furthermore, putting together automatic exception propagation and lack of handler for



unchecked exceptions can result in an incomprehensible exception propagation model. You will probably lose the control of the exception propagation path and consequently you will not able to efficiently recover the system. In order to confine the error propagation and efficiently handle the exception, all exception handlers should be in the caller. 8



HOW TO REUSE NON-DEPENDABLE COMPONENTS



We now discuss some strategies to reuse third part components A and B that were not implemented to be fault tolerant. In the example in Figure 9, component A, implemented by class A, requests some services which component B, implemented by class B, provides by its interface m2. However, the method m2 of the component B throws an exception E that is not explicitly declared on its interface (of course an unchecked exception). Therefore, A does not know which exceptions can be thrown and consequently does not have handlers for them. When the exception E is thrown, no handler is found in the caller (component A) and the exception is automatically propagated until it reaches a generic handler that cannot efficiently deal with it. A a1 : B



B m2()



m1() public void m1() { a1.m2() ... }



Figure 9 – Two third part components nonfault tolerant In order to reuse these components, we propose two alternatives that are described in sections 8.1 and 8.2. A strategy shared by the two alternatives is to explicitly representing all exceptions a method can throw. So, method m2 of component B should declare the exception E on its throws clause. However, B is a black box component, i.e., we have no access to its code. So, the interface of method m2 cannot be changed. A solution for this problem is to construct a wrapper B’ that redefines B’s interface and exhibits the exception that can be raised by its methods, as shown in Figure 10.



B' b:B



B m2()



m2 throws E()



public void m2 throws E() { b.m2() ... }



Figure 10 – B’ wrapping B component Since component A is configurable and will be configured to call B’ instead of B. Since an exception E can be thrown, A must have a handler to efficiently handle it. However, component A is also a third party black box component that cannot be changed. The problem is now how to include an exception handler in component A without changing its code. The two alternatives below provide different solutions to this problem. 8.1



Alternative A



In this alternative, component A handlers are placed in another class, an abnormal class, named in this example by ExceptionalA. The class ExceptionalA has the method EHandler, which is the handler for exception E raised by the component B. See Figure 11. For implementing the alternative defined above, we need an exception handling mechanism that supports the explicit separation of the normal activity from their exception handlers. In [Garcia at al, 1999] the authors present the specification and implementation of an exception mechanism implemented using the Java programming language by means of a metaobject protocol (MOP) named Guaraná [Oliva and Buzato, 1998] . The application components will be implemented in the base level while the meta-objects implement the specific responsibilities of the exception mechanism. When a normal class of the component signals an exception, it is intercepted by the meta-object protocol and the meta-objects will find an adequate exception handler in the abnormal class. The abnormal classes are hierarchically organized, allowing subclasses to inherit handlers from their superclasses and, consequently, permitting the reuse of abnormal code. The abnormal class hierarchy is orthogonal to the normal class hierarchy.



Component A’ ExceptionalA EHandler()



Component B’



A a1 : B'



b:B



B'



m1()



m2 throws E()



public void m1() { a1.m2() ... }



B m2()



public void m2() throws E { b.m2() ... }



Figure 11 – Reusing A and B by means of an exception mechanism based on meta-level approach The advantage of this alternative is to keep a clear and transparent separation of the normal activity of a component from its handlers instead of keep the normal and abnormal code amalgamated. This separation of concerns makes the components easy to understand, change, maintain and reuse. 8.2



Alternative B



If the exception mechanism proposed in [Garcia at al, 1999] is not available, we could also reuse the third party components A and B using the Java exception handling mechanism. The solution is to create a class A’ that is able to catch the exceptions that A cannot. A’ works like a proxy and the configurable component A will request services from A’ instead of B’. A’ will then request services from B’, handle the exceptions eventually raised and give the answers back to A as shown in Figure 12. This solutions also keeps the separation of normal activity of the component A, implemented by the class A, and its exceptional activity, implemented by the class A’. However,



the only disadvantage of this approach is the indirections to access services of component B. 9



CONCLUSIONS



Java exception mechanism has two different exception types: checked and unchecked exceptions. Checked exceptions are descendents from the class Exception excluding the class RuntimeException and its descendents. Unchecked exceptions are the descendents from the class RuntimeException. The major difference between checked and unchecked exception is that the latter needs not be explicitly declared on the throws clause of a method and the compiler does not require its client to have handlers for those exceptions. So, if the method throws an unchecked exception the compiler does not force client methods to catch or declare the exception in a throws clause. In other words, the client programmers are not forced to put try-catch blocks every time they invoke a method that raises an unchecked exception. Although using unchecked exceptions



Component A’



Component B’



A a1 : C



A’ b' : B'



b:B



m1()



m2()



m2 throws E()



public void m1() { a1.m2() ... }



public void m2() { try { b'.m2() } catch (Exception E) {...} }



B' B m2()



public void m2() throws E { b.m2() ... }



Figure 12 – Reusing A and B using the Java exception handling mechanism



is less costly, the lack of an effectively handler to handle an exception occurrence can result in less reliable component. This construction is a loophole in Java’s exception mechanism as lazy programmers are tempted to make all exceptions unchecked. In this paper we presented some guidelines and tips on when and how to use Java checked and unchecked exceptions in order to construct dependable software components. In summary, all exceptions (checked or unchecked) raised by a method should be explicitly represented in its public interface and every exception must have a handler to deal with it. Do not throw an unchecked exception simply because you don't want to be bothered with specifying the exceptions your methods can throw. Otherwise, use unchecked exceptions if you are sure that your client has complete knowledge about all the contract constraints or internally on the component you are designing, i.e., not in the component public interface. You can also use unchecked exceptions if you are signaling implementation errors that you are sure that it will be identified by tests, although this is very tricky to get right. We also present some alternatives to reuse non-dependable components in a dependable system by means of a reflective exception mechanism and Java exception mechanism.
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